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ABSTRACT

Optical braille recognition methods typically employ existing target detection models or segmentation models
for the direct detection and recognition of braille characters in original braille images. However, these methods
need improvement in accuracy and generalizability, especially in densely dotted braille image environments. This
paper presents a two-stage braille recognition framework. The first stage is a braille dot detection algorithm
based on Gaussian diffusion, targeting Gaussian heatmaps generated by the convex dots in braille images. This
is applied to the detection of convex dots in double-sided braille, achieving high accuracy in determining the
central coordinates of the braille convex dots. The second stage involves constructing a braille grid using traditional
post-processing algorithms to recognize braille character information. Experimental results demonstrate that this
framework exhibits strong robustness and effectiveness in detecting braille dots and recognizing braille characters
in complex double-sided braille image datasets. The framework achieved an F1 score of 99.89% for Braille dot
detection and 99.78% for Braille character recognition. Compared to the highest accuracy in existing methods,
these represent improvements of 0.08% and 0.02%, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Approximately 1.3 billion people globally suffer from various degrees of visual impairment [1],
and braille is the foundational language for communication and learning among the visually impaired.
Braille is composed of braille characters or units, arranged according to specific rules. Each braille unit
consists of six raised or flat dots, arranged in three rows and two columns, totaling 64 different types
of braille characters. Despite technological advancements providing new opportunities for the blind to
receive and transmit information, braille remains frequently used in communication between the blind
and sighted individuals. Sighted teachers working with blind students often need to handle textbooks
and student work written in braille. However, sighted individuals dealing with braille text usually lack
sufficient tactile skills to read with their fingers and are forced to use visual reading. Braille text has
poor visual recognizability, making reading double-sided braille particularly challenging. Employing
optical recognition methods for braille recognition can significantly improve work efficiency.
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Braille cells detection and recognition are fundamental technologies of Optical Braille Recognition
(OBR) systems and are key steps in achieving automatic reading and understanding of braille. In
traditional methods, braille dot detection and character recognition are often conducted using image
processing techniques [2–4] and machine learning methods [5,6]. However, these methods often face
issues like low accuracy in braille dot detection and difficulty in handling complex braille images,
hindering subsequent precise braille character recognition. Recently, rapid progress in deep learning-
based object detection models [7–11] and segmentation models [12–16] has been observed. Many
researchers have proposed methods for direct detection and recognition of braille characters in entire
original braille images. These methods categorize by analyzing the structure of braille characters,
enabling rapid recognition and data acquisition of braille. However, due to the scarcity of public
braille datasets, the models’ generalization performance in braille recognition tasks is not prominent.
The existing models, which are based on anchor box detection, often struggle with accurate Braille
recognition when encountering densely packed Braille dots or when the distance between two Braille
characters is too close. Despite significant advancements in segmentation tasks achieved by the U-Net
segmentation model [17] and Gaussian diffusion techniques [18], their application in Optical Braille
Recognition (OBR) has been limited. Several methods primarily focus on the classification of cropped
Braille characters, which poses challenges for practical application in real-world scenarios.

This paper introduces BddNet, based on Gaussian diffusion for braille dot detection tasks and
traditional algorithms for braille character recognition through braille dot construction. BddNet
utilizes the principle of Gaussian diffusion, based on U-Net for probability statistics of each braille
dot center, adapting well to the task of braille dot recognition and enhancing overall task accuracy.
It further uses high-accuracy braille dots for character matching, ultimately recognizing braille
characters.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. We expanded the public braille dataset DSBI by sourcing 53 images of braille books from other
sources.

2. We proposed the U-Net-based braille dot detection network BddNet, which uses Gaussian
diffusion to determine the probability of braille dot center coordinates and employs post-processing
algorithms to convert the probability map into braille dot center detection.

3. We introduced a post-processing algorithm for braille dot clustering based on horizontal and
vertical distances, generating braille character information by matching the detected dots according
to rules.

2 Related Work

Optical Braille Recognition (OBR) systems have been developing since the 1990s [19]. Traditional
image processing techniques have been widely used. Antonacopoulos et al. introduced a local adaptive
method that segmented braille images into three parts, including shadows, lights, and background,
then recognized braille convex and concave dots through the combination rules of these parts. They
also constructed a braille grid based on the arrangement rules of braille, translating braille dots into
characters. However, these methods were sensitive to segmentation and the designed rules.

To overcome these limitations, some approaches have employed machine learning techniques for
braille dot recognition. Li et al. used Haar’s cascade classifier for rapid braille dot detection. TS-
OBR employed Haar’s cascade classifiers for rapid braille dot detection and utilized Support Vector
Machine (SVM) with a sliding window strategy for braille dot recognition. Recently, Li et al. proposed
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a two-stage learning framework for recognizing double-sided braille images. In the first stage, a cascade
classifier with Haar features was used for rapid braille dot detection, followed by image deskewing and
braille cell construction. They also employed multiple SVM classifiers with HOG or LBP features [20]
in the second stage for further classification at each grid intersection. However, traditional machine
learning methods have certain limitations in enhancing accuracy.

More recently, researchers have attempted to use deep learning techniques for direct detection
and recognition of braille characters in original braille images. Li et al. introduced BraUNet [21],
a deep learning segmentation model based on U-Net that captures more low-level features through
long-distance connections between the encoder and decoder, facilitating the extraction of individual
braille character regions. Additionally, Ovodov proposed AnglinaNet [22], a model based on the
RetinaNet object detection algorithm, which detects the position of braille characters after perspective
transformation of images. Due to the small scale of publicly available braille datasets, deep learning
methods require extensive training data to enhance accuracy, making them less applicable to complex
braille images.

Addressing these issues, this paper presents BddNet, a deep learning-based framework for braille
dot detection tasks. Notably, the dataset samples for braille dot detection far exceed those for braille
character samples. Furthermore, the DSBI dataset was expanded to assess the model’s generalization
capabilities.

3 Method

This paper applies semantic segmentation methods from natural image analysis to the task of
optical braille dot recognition. We propose a universal and robust Optical Braille Recognition (OBR)
framework based on the U-Net-derived braille dot detection network BddNet and traditional post-
processing algorithms. Compared to existing methods that directly detect braille characters in braille
images, our proposed framework structure is more suitable for the accurate detection of braille
characters and generalization of detected braille data. The framework proposed in this paper, in
contrast to existing methods that directly detect Braille characters in Braille images, targets the
detection of Braille dots. At the dataset level, it employs a more dense annotation approach for
Braille dots, significantly exceeding the quantity of annotations for Braille characters. Consequently,
compared to other models, our model demonstrates superior performance in complex scenarios
and exhibits stronger generalization capabilities. Fig. 1 illustrates our proposed framework. We re-
annotated the existing public braille dataset DSBI for braille dots, which were then input into the
semantic segmentation network BddNet, based on Gaussian diffusion, for training and testing.
Subsequently, we used a traditional algorithm based on horizontal and vertical distances for braille
dot clustering to form the required braille characters, ultimately recognizing these characters. We will
detail our framework in the following sections.

3.1 Network Architecture

Our primary goal is to precisely locate each individual braille dot in braille images. To achieve
this, we propose a high-performance network for our Optical Braille Recognition (OBR) task, based
on U-Net and augmented with additional techniques based on Gaussian diffusion to enhance feature
learning capabilities. Fig. 2 depicts the training framework of the BddNet model.

This text utilizes a fully convolutional network architecture based on ResNet-50 [23] as its
backbone, divided into an encoder (downsampling) and a decoder (upsampling). The encoder
employs ResNet-50 to extract image features, with its lightweight structure and smaller parameter
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scale ensuring efficient performance while meeting task requirements. The decoder uses transpose
convolution layers (also known as deconvolution layers) for upsampling the features, retaining more
detail information. Remote connections between the encoder and decoder link feature maps of
corresponding sizes, enhancing the accuracy of low-level edge prediction. The final decoded output
channels serve as the region score maps for braille dots.

Braille Recognition
Input Images

BddNet Braille dots Detection

Braille Characters
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Figure 1: Illustrates our proposed framework for braille character detection and recognition
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Figure 2: The training framework of the BddNet model

For each training braille image, we generate a base truth label for the dot region score using the
bounding box of each braille dot in the image. The region score represents the probability that a given
pixel is the center of a braille dot. We encode the probability of braille dot centers using Gaussian
heatmaps. Gaussian heatmaps apply a Gaussian distribution function to the location of each keypoint,
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generating a Gaussian heatmap centered on that keypoint to denote its position. By generating
Gaussian heatmaps, we can easily locate an object or feature within an image, thereby enhancing
the accuracy and robustness of computer vision algorithms. Gaussian heatmaps are somewhat akin
to soft labels in classification problems, adding a gradual distribution process at the target location,
which helps the network more smoothly find the gradient descent process. Specifically, the Gaussian
distribution function centered on a keypoint will attain its maximum value at that point and gradually
decrease as the distance from the center increases. Their definition is as follows:

Q = Q0 ∗ e(
−r
2σ ) (1)

where Q represents the heat flow density measured at a distance r, Q0 is the peak heat flow density of
the heat source, and σ denotes the standard deviation of the heat source.

When generating Gaussian heatmaps using braille dots, we consider the center position of the
braille dot as the heat source, that is, the location of Q0. Subsequently, we evolve the two-dimensional
Gaussian heatmap according to the aforementioned formula, as described in the following equation:

f (x, y) = A ∗ e

(
−

(
(x−x0)2

2σ2
x

+ (y−y0)2

2σ2
y

))
(2)

where A represents the amplitude, x0 and y0 are the coordinates of the center point, and σx, σy are the
variances.

We set the heatmap range for each braille dot, calculating the heat flow density values within the
range of each braille dot, thereby obtaining the Gaussian heatmap, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Gaussian heatmap of braille dots

Due to the high degree of flexibility offered by Gaussian heatmaps in processing non-rigid braille
images, we adopt heatmaps based on Gaussian diffusion to determine the probability statistics of the
central area of braille convex dots.

3.2 Loss Function

In the task of braille dot detection, the choice of the loss function is crucial. The loss function is
used to measure the discrepancy between the model’s predictions and the actual results, thereby guiding
the direction of model optimization. In this paper, we have ultimately chosen the L2 loss function and
compared it with the L1 loss function [24].

L2 and L1 loss functions are two commonly used loss functions, differing in their computational
methods and effects on model optimization. The L2 loss function involves squaring the differences
between the predicted and actual values, summing these squares, and then taking the square root of
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this sum. On the other hand, the L1 loss function involves summing the absolute differences between
the predicted and actual values. Specifically, the mathematical expressions for L1 and L2 loss functions
are as follows:

L1_loss =

n∑
i=1

|f (xi) − yi|
n

(3)

L2_loss =

n∑
i=1

(f (xi) − yi)
2

n
(4)

where f (xi) and yi represent the predicted value and the corresponding actual value of the i sample,
respectively, and n is the number of samples.

In the task of braille dot detection, the application of the L2 loss function has several unique
advantages. Firstly, the computation of the L2 loss function is relatively straightforward, facilitating
its execution on devices with limited computational resources. Secondly, the gradient calculation of
the L2 loss function is more stable, which aids in enhancing the training effectiveness of our proposed
model. Moreover, the L2 loss function is sensitive to outliers, allowing it to better guide the model to
focus on important features within the data.

3.3 Post-Processing

3.3.1 Post-Processing Algorithm for Braille Convex Dot Detection

The Gaussian heatmap detection model used in this paper differs from other detection models
in that its network output only forms a distribution map of probability statistics, rather than directly
outputting the coordinates of pixels with the highest regional probability. This means the model’s
output is a heatmap representing the probability of each pixel belonging to a braille dot, rather than
a definite location of braille dots.

To address this issue, Each Braille document comprises hundreds of Braille characters, each
contained within a rectangular block known as a Braille cell. This cell contains six Braille dots
arranged in a grid of three rows and two columns. These six dots can be small protrusions, often
referred to as embossed or raised dots, representing specific Braille characters. Typically, the Braille
cell grid is a regular matrix, where the distances between the horizontal and vertical lines are uniform.
Consequently, we have employed traditional algorithms as the post-processing method for our model.
Specifically, we first set a regional probability threshold, threshold. The purpose of this threshold is to
filter out areas with higher probabilities for subsequent 4-adjacency connected component analysis.
We mark the parts of the probability area where threshold is greater than 0.5 as potential braille dot
regions.

Next, we perform connected component analysis on these potential braille dot regions. Connected
component analysis is an image processing algorithm that identifies continuous regions in an image
with the same attributes. In the task of braille dot recognition, we consider continuous regions within
the braille dot range with a probability value greater than threshold as a connected component.
Through connected component analysis, we can divide the potential braille dot regions into multiple
independent braille dots.

Finally, we output braille dot detection boxes based on the results of connected component
analysis, as shown in Fig. 4. Each detection box represents an independent braille dot, and its center
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is the coordinate of the braille convex dot. Through this method, we can convert the model’s output of
probability statistical distribution maps into specific braille dot location coordinates. It is important
to note that the effectiveness of this post-processing algorithm depends on the choice of threshold and
the parameter settings of the connected component analysis. Therefore, it needs to be adjusted and
optimized according to specific situations in practical applications.

Figure 4: Braille dot range detection using connected component analysis

3.3.2 Post-Processing Algorithm for Braille Dot Clustering Based on Horizontal and Vertical Distances

Each braille image consists of hundreds of braille characters, and each braille character occupies
a rectangular block known as a braille cell, containing six braille dots arranged in three rows and two
columns. These dots can be small protrusions, referred to as raised dots, or flat, to represent a specific
braille character.

With the aforementioned network structure, only the coordinate information of braille dots can
be detected, without displaying the braille character information in the braille image. Therefore, we
introduce a robust and flexible method to construct a braille information grid through statistical infor-
mation. The braille information grid can be dynamically generated based on the distribution of braille
dots. Our method consists of four steps: Horizontally detecting braille dot coordinate information and
constructing horizontal braille line equations; vertically detecting braille dot coordinate information
and constructing vertical braille line equations; calculating the intersection points of vertical and
horizontal braille line equations to construct pseudo braille character information grid points; and
obtaining braille character information through rule matching with the detected braille dots. The
Braille Character Recognition Algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm: Braille character recognition
Input:
1. Dx: a list of Braille dot x-coordinates
2. Dy: a list of Braille dot y-coordinates
3. theta: Braille line threshold
4. Ho − line: Set of braille horizontal line point
5. Ve − line: Set of braille vertical line point
6. In − points: Set of intersection points of braille lines
7. D_dis: Threshold of distance between intersection point and Braille point
Output:

B − cell − Info: Set of braille grid coordinate points
for each Dyi ∈ Dy do

If Dyi−1
− theta < Dyi < Dyi−1

+ theta then
Ho − linei.append((Dxi , Dyi))

-store the Braille point coordinates of horizontal braille line
Fun_ho() -Generate each horizontal braille line equation

(Continued)
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Algorithm (continued)
for each Dxi ∈ Dx do

If Dxi−1
− theta < Dxi < Dxi−1

+ theta then
Ve − linei.append((Dxi , Dyi))

-store the Braille point coordinates of vertical braille line
Fun_ve() -Generate each vertical braille line equation
In − pointsx

i , In − pointsy
i ∈ [Fun_ho () = Fun_ve ()]

-find the intersection points by the equation
for each (Dxi , Dyi) ∈ (Dx, Dy) do

If
√

(In − pointsx
i − Dxi)

2 + (In − pointsy
i − Dyi)

2 < D_dis then
B − cell − Infox

i = In − pointsx
i

B − cell − Infoy
i = In − pointsy

i

To construct horizontal braille line equations, we arrange the braille dot coordinates (x, y) in
ascending order based on the y-coordinate, setting a threshold range for the y-coordinate. When the
y-coordinate values of two points fall within the threshold range, they belong to the same horizontal
braille line.

For example: D1 (x1, y1) D2 (x2, y2) and D1, D2 are arranged in ascending order of y coordinate.
IF y1 − ∅ ≤ y2 ≤ y1 + ∅ (where ∅ is the set threshold), THEN D1 and D2 are points on the same
horizontal braille line.

For the braille dot coordinates on the same braille line, we fit the equation of the horizontal braille
line. The fitting curve method is linear least squares, and the basic idea is as follows:

f (x) = a1r1 (x) + a2r2 (x) + . . . + amrm (x) (5)

In the formula: rk(x) represents a selected set of linearly independent functions, and ak are the
coefficients to be determined (k = 1,2,3, . . . ,m).

Braille lines are regularly spaced straight lines. Therefore, when fitting the braille line, the highest
order term is generally linear.

To construct vertical braille line equations, we arrange the braille dot coordinates (x, y) in
ascending order based on the x-coordinate, setting a threshold range for the x-coordinate. When the
x-coordinate values of two points fall within the threshold range, they belong to the same vertical
braille line.

For example: D1(x1, y1) D2 (x2, y2), and D1, D2 are arranged in ascending order of x-coordinate.
IF x1 − ∅ ≤ x2 ≤ x1 + ∅ (where ∅ is the set threshold), THEN D1 and D2 are points on the same
vertical braille line.

We then fit the equation of the vertical braille line for the braille dot coordinates on the same
braille line. As illustrated in Fig. 5, we proceed with the construction of braille lines.

Construction of Pseudo Braille Character Information Grid Points. By using the equations of
horizontal and vertical braille lines, we calculate the intersection points (xi, yi) of each line equation,
as per the following formula:

Fun_ve (x) − Fun_ho (x) = 0 (6)

where Fun_ve() is the equation of the vertical braille line and Fun_ho() is the equation of the horizontal
braille line.
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Figure 5: Construction of horizontal and vertical braille lines

The intersection points calculated are then arranged to form pseudo braille information grid
points, as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Pseudo braille information grid points

Construction of Braille Character Information. We set a threshold and calculate the distance
between the model-detected points (x1, y1) and the intersection points (x2, y2) to determine if the
distance exceeds the threshold, as per the following formula:

dis =
√

(x1 − x2)
2 + (y1 − y2)

2
< θ (7)

After removing the superfluous pseudo braille character information grid points, we construct
the required braille character information, as shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Construction of braille character information

4 Experiment
4.1 Dataset

The availability of public datasets for braille research is limited. Here, we introduce a dataset, DSBI
[25], which contains 114 double-sided braille images obtained by a 200 dpi scanner with a resolution of
1700 × 2338 pixels. Notably, this dataset originates from six different braille books, covering various
domains such as massage, professional textbooks, and novels.
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The training set in the DSBI dataset includes 26 braille images, consisting of 27,846 braille dots,
while the test set contains 88 braille images from all books, with a total of 94,271 braille dots. This
dataset also provides original braille images and deskewed images.

For the deep learning model BraUNet, proposed by Li et al. [21] for direct detection of braille
character information, it was necessary to re-partition the DSBI dataset into training and test sets to
increase training data for better model performance. However, we chose to use the original training and
test sets provided by the dataset, but not the original annotation information. Instead, we re-annotated
the images in the dataset. Specifically, we replaced the row and column position information, which
was originally the only information provided, with the central pixel coordinate information of the
braille convex dots in the image data. Additionally, we did not annotate braille concave dots, thereby
saving a significant amount of annotation time.

Furthermore, to better evaluate our created braille dot detection model framework and to better
understand and assess the performance of braille dot detection, we expanded the publicly available
DSBI dataset. We sourced 53 images of braille books from other braille books, averaging over 1300
braille dots per page. This allows for a more comprehensive assessment of the model’s performance,
identification of potential flaws, and evaluation of the model’s stability and robustness. Information
about the two datasets is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Information on the public dataset DSBI and the expanded dataset DSBI (extend)

Datasets Recto dots Total pages Train pages Test pages

DSBI Average: 1071 114 26 88

All: 122117
DSBI (extend) Average: 1143 167 38 129

All: 191017

4.2 Metrics

We utilized a range of evaluation metrics including precision, recall, and F1 score for a compre-
hensive assessment of the proposed method. In our approach, Braille dot centers predicted by the
model are classified as True Positives (TP) if the distance to the center of the actual labeled Braille dot
is less than a predefined threshold. Conversely, Braille dots where this distance exceeds the threshold
are classified as False Positives (FP). Additionally, Braille dots present in the dataset but not detected
by the model are classified as False Negatives (FN). Notably, this methodology has been successfully
applied to the task of Braille dot detection. Furthermore, we conducted an in-depth exploration and
evaluation of the performance in recognizing Braille characters in double-sided Braille images. These
metrics are defined as follows:

Pre = TP
TP + FP

(8)

Rec = TP
TP + FN

(9)

F1 = 2 × Pre × Rec
Pre + Rec

(10)
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where Pre represents the precision of detection, Rec denotes the recall rate, and F1 refers to the F1
score.

4.3 Experiment

4.3.1 Experimental Setup and Details

We configured the training parameters for the network BddNet with a learning rate of 1e-7, 200
epochs, and the optimizer set to SGD. The software platform used includes Ubuntu 22.04, Python
3.7.11, Pytorch 1.10.0, Cuda 11.3, and Cudnn 8. On the hardware side, we utilized an i5 CPU and a
GPU 3060 to implement our proposed braille detection framework.

To evaluate the effectiveness and superiority of our proposed method, we conducted detailed
experimental comparative analyses, comparing our approach with Ovodov’s deep learning-based
object detection model AnglinaNet, Li’s semantic segmentation-based braille character detection
model BraUNet, and the traditional machine learning method TS-OBR for braille dot detection.

Specifically, our proposed method and those of Ovodov and Li directly detect braille characters
using deep learning. Ovodov’s method is an optical braille recognition approach using the existing
object detection convolutional neural network model RetinaNet to detect entire characters at once.
Their algorithms are robust to deformations and perspective distortions of braille pages in images.
Both their methods detect entire braille characters at once, using the semantic segmentation model
BraUNet for pixel-level detection and classification of braille characters. TS-OBR employs machine
learning methods (Haar + Adaboost) for braille dot detection, adapting better to the task of detecting
braille.

All models of AnglinaNet, BraUNet, and TS-OBR proposed by Ovodov were trained on the
public double-sided braille dataset DSBI, and we evaluated the performance of these models.

4.3.2 Results of Gaussian Heatmap Range Comparison

Here, we propose a semantic segmentation neural network based on Gaussian diffusion. The
most distinctive feature of this network is that it treats the center of braille convex dots as the point
of maximum probability and diffuses this probability outwards in a Gaussian manner, gradually
decreasing with increasing distance from the center. In the DSBI dataset, since the distance between
braille convex dots is relatively small, determining the Gaussian diffusion range for a braille convex
dot is crucial for the entire network model’s training and testing results, directly affecting the model’s
performance. If the Gaussian diffusion range is too large, it may affect the detection accuracy of
adjacent braille convex dots, while too small a range may lead to poorer detection of the corresponding
braille dots.

To explore the impact of Gaussian diffusion range on model performance, we conducted com-
parative experimental studies and summarized the results in Table 2. As can be seen from the table,
setting different Gaussian diffusion ranges of 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7 does not continuously improve
the model’s performance metrics. When the Gaussian range reaches 5 × 5, the model achieves optimal
performance in detecting braille dots, with all metrics reaching their best levels.

In summary, through experimental comparative analysis, we have verified the significant impact
of Gaussian diffusion range on model performance. In our method, when the Gaussian range is set
to 5 × 5, the model exhibits optimal performance in braille dot detection, demonstrating superior
generalization ability and accuracy.
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Table 2: Braille dot detection results of BddNet within 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7 Gaussian diffusion
ranges

Datasets Method Gaussian heat map
range

Braille dot level

Precision Recall F1

DSBI BddNet 3 × 3 99.10% 98.82% 98.96%
5 × 5 99.87% 99.92% 99.89%
7 × 7 99.01% 98.13% 98.57%

Additionally, to improve the efficiency of annotating braille dots, we adopted a semi-automatic
annotation method. For the 26 training images, we manually annotated 7 images first, totaling 7785
braille convex dots. After training the model with these 7 images, we annotated the subsequent training
set images using the pre-trained model, followed by manual verification and correction, significantly
accelerating the annotation process.

4.3.3 Braille Convex Dot Detection Results

Table 3 shows the performance of various methods, including Haar, HOG, LBP, SVM, SVM
Grid, TS-OBR, and our proposed method, in braille dot detection on the DSBI dataset and DSBI
(extend) dataset. We used precision, recall, and F1 score metrics for a comprehensive evaluation of
these methods. For a fair comparison of different methods, the DSBI dataset used 26 training images
and 88 test images for model training and testing.

Table 3: Comparison results for braille dot detection

Datasets Method Braille dot level Performance, s/image

Precision Recall F1

DSBI Segment 91.72% 98.11% 94.80% None
Haar 97.65% 96.38% 97.00% 0.89
Hog LBP SVM 93.14% 98.69% 95.80% 15.02
TS-OBR 99.65% 99.97% 99.80% 1.45
BddNet (ours) 99.87% 99.92% 99.89% 0.132

Despite the challenges posed by double-sided braille datasets, which are influenced by the concave
dots in the images, Table 3 reveals that both traditional machine learning methods and our proposed
semantic segmentation method based on Gaussian diffusion exhibit commendable performance in
this challenging task. However, our braille dot detection method achieved the best technical indicators,
improving accuracy by 0.22% and F1 score by 0.09% compared to the highest precision of TS-OBR. It
is worth noting that the BddNet proposed in this article still surpasses the speed of the currently fastest
model in braille dot detection by 0.75 s. In the expanded DSBI (extend) dataset, it also performed well,
achieving an accuracy of 99.75%, as shown in Table 4.

It is worth noting that AnglinaNet, proposed by Ovodov et al., also discussed braille dot detection
metrics. However, their approach involved deducing braille dot information after one-time detection
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of braille character information, rather than directly using a model framework to detect the pixel
positions of braille dots. Therefore, we did not compare their method with ours here.

Table 4: Results of braille dot detection and braille character recognition by BddNet in the DSBI
(extend) dataset

Datasets Method Braille dot level Braille character level

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

DSBI
(extend)

BddNet
(ours)

99.75% 99.81% 99.78% 99.50% 99.63% 99.56%

4.3.4 Braille Character Detection Results

Table 5 presents the performance of BraUNet, Ovodov’s object detection model, and our method
in braille character detection on the DSBI dataset and the expanded DSBI (extend) dataset. Similar
to the previous braille dot detection performance analysis, we used precision, recall, and F1 score
metrics for a comprehensive evaluation of these methods. It is important to note that due to different
frameworks, the division of the DSBI dataset we used was entirely consistent with the original DSBI
dataset’s division. In contrast, both BraUNet and Ovodov’s methods re-partitioned the DSBI dataset,
specifically expanding the training set to 84 images and the test set to 30 braille images.

Table 5: Comparison results for braille character recognition

Datasets Method Braille character level Performance,
s/image

Precision Recall F1

DSBI BraUNet 99.43% 99.88% 99.66% 0.25
AngelinaNet 99.77% 99.75% 99.76% 0.18
BddNet (ours) 99.72% 99.80% 99.78% 0.232

Despite this, our proposed method still achieved notable results in technical indicators, as shown
in Fig. 8, achieving 99.72% accuracy, 99.80% recall, and 99.78% F1 score. In terms of F1 score, this
was a 0.02% improvement over existing technologies. In contrast, due to our braille recognition being
a two-stage framework, there is some time loss in the braille recognition task. In the DSBI (extend)
dataset, it achieved 99.50% accuracy, 99.63% recall, and 99.56% F1 score, as shown in Table 4.

However, our framework also has certain limitations. For instance, as observed in Fig. 9, a
notable phenomenon occurs with the increase in light intensity: The framework we employ exhibits a
decline in precision in recognizing Braille dots. This finding indicates that the system’s performance
might be compromised under high illumination conditions, leading to a reduction in the accuracy
of Braille recognition. Specifically, an increase in light intensity can cause image overexposure,
resulting in blurred edges of the Braille dots, which directly impacts the effectiveness of the pattern
recognition algorithms. Therefore, this observation suggests that future design and optimization of
such recognition systems should place greater emphasis on the impact of environmental lighting
conditions and explore more robust methods to address varying illumination environments, ensuring
accurate recognition of Braille dots.
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Figure 8: Results of braille character recognition

Figure 9: Comparison of braille dot recognition under different lighting conditions

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a framework for the detection of Braille dots and recognition of Braille
characters in entire Braille images. The framework employs a two-stage approach. Initially, it utilizes
a Braille dot detection network, BddNet, based on Gaussian diffusion, which is particularly suited
for detecting raised dots in double-sided Braille. Compared to existing methods, BddNet achieves an
optimal detection F1 score of 99.89%, demonstrating superior detection performance. Subsequently, a
post-processing algorithm is applied to obtain the final Braille character recognition results, achieving
an F1 score of 99.78%, which also represents the best recognition performance to date. Our proposed
framework is effective and versatile, capable of detecting and recognizing Braille characters in raw
Braille images. The robustness and efficacy of this method have been validated through experiments
on the public double-sided Braille image dataset DSBI and its expanded version.

We acknowledge that the current Braille dataset still lacks diversity, especially in complex
scenarios involving page curvature and variations in lighting conditions. These factors continue to
pose significant challenges to the accuracy of our model’s detection capabilities. To overcome these
limitations, there is an urgent need to collect a larger and more varied set of Braille images. These
images should encompass a wide range of real-world scenarios, including different page orientations,
various degrees of curvature, diverse lighting conditions, and a variety of Braille cell sizes. In future
research, this enriched dataset will enable us to rigorously test and enhance the performance of the
Optical Braille Recognition (OBR) system. By exposing the model to a broader spectrum of realistic
conditions, we aim to improve its ability to accurately detect and interpret Braille in a multitude of
challenging environments.
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